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Hack up those fur balls, sharpen those claws because we've got three Bad Kitty adventures coming

your way!In Bad Kitty Gets a Bath, Kitty has to, well . . . take a bath. But she absolutely, positively

doesn't want to! Young readers will be cracking up at the antics that ensue, and at the lively line art

of frantic, bad Bad Kitty as she desperately, at times crazily, tries NOT to take a bath. In Happy

Birthday, Bad Kitty, Bad Kitty is back again and badder than ever. But it's party time now, and a new

cast of kitties is coming over to celebrate in her second illustrated novel for young readers. And

lastly, in Bad Kitty vs Uncle Murray, Bad Kitty's antics continue as she prepares for a battle royale

when Uncle Murray steps into the role of petsitter.But wait, there's more! Included in the boxed set

is a full size poster featuring the cover of Bad Kitty for President. So put your paws up and vote!
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The books arrived promptly and were read with enthusiasm by my granddaughter. However be

advised to not buy the second, five book set if you already have bought this set. There are three

books in the second set that are in the first set

My son is in first grade and is reading at 3rd grade level. Problem we have is most books at his

reading level have no pictures this series is gear it still has a few pictures which still gets his



attention. Great silly storylines.

This was recommended for our young reader by a First Grade teacher. She was right on! Our

grandchild got right into the set and read her first book by herself in 20 minutes.

My five year old loved all three books, and I enjoyed reading them to him. They are written for

someone a bit older than him, but he was still able to appreciate them, be entertained by them, and

to learn from them.

Neat set of books for my seven year old grandson. He has enjoyed this set and proudly shows it to

his friends when they are over.No one else has this set so he is enjoying showing off this hilarious

set of books.What fun reading with him and he loves getting to pick a different book. He loves this

set, I was so lucky to find it from .

Only giving it four stars because though my daughter loved it, because there were so many comics

in the book she read through all the books ( that I had just paid $15 for), so fast I couldn't believe it.

They were not that substantive and in my opinion are perfect books to borrow from the public library.

my daughter is 5 and loves reading! They are chapter books but still have pictures to keep her

interest. It's also about her favorite subject- Cats! Interjecting occasionally is the uncle and he gives

cat facts. The chapters are fine. Not too long and introduces chapter books.These are a huge hit!

She's read them every single day! We will be buying more of them for sure!

I had never heard of Bad Kitty before stumbling across her while searching for cat-themed easy

reader books. These are written in an easy-to-read fashion that provides a nice transition from little

kid books to more complex chapter books. I also like the way they interject facts about cats into the

story to offset the times they've presented non-factual information.These are not your average

white-washed PC kids' book. I wouldn't say it's offensive but there is definitely borderline potty

humor. Sometimes I've laughed so hard reading this to my kids, I've cried. This series is great and

we will definitely be buying more!
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